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UNDERSTANDING
MARKETING STRATEGY

A marketing strategy is a roadmap for attracting leads and guiding them to conversion. Goals
vary, from increasing brand awareness to generating qualified leads. Key terms include SEO

for improving search visibility, ROI to measure profitability, PPC for paid advertising, CTAs to
prompt action, leads as potential clients, and conversions as successful purchases.



WHY LAW FIRMS DON’T
MARKET THEMSELVES 
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Concerns about cost

Law firms may be hesitant
to invest in marketing due

to perceived high costs.

Fears about time

Time constraints could lead
law firms to avoid engaging

in marketing efforts.



WHY IS LAW FIRM
MARKETING
IMPORTANT?

Digital marketing is essential for visibility: With the majority of consumers turning to
online channels to find products and services, being easily discoverable on platforms
like Google is crucial for success. 
Competitive advantage through digital channels: In a crowded marketplace, digital
marketing offers law firms the opportunity to stand out and attract potential clients by
meeting them where they are, whether it's through search engines, social media, or
other online platforms.
Scalability and growth opportunities: An effective digital marketing strategy enables
law firms to identify weaknesses, analyze performance metrics, and implement scalable
tactics to expand their reach and achieve long-term growth objectives.



HOW MUCH SHOULD A
LAW FIRM SPEND ON
MARKETING? 

Budget tailored to size:

Caution against immediate
high investments: 

Smaller law firms allocate less marketing
budget than larger firms due to differing
positions in the digital marketplace.

Hasty big investments don't guarantee
marketing success; effective strategies
need more than just money.

Key metrics for evaluation:
Successful marketing tracks lead generation,
client sources, channel effectiveness, profit
margins, and brand awareness.



CONTENT
MARKETING

PAID
ADVERTISING

SOCIAL
MEDIA

Email marketing is more than sending
messages using an email list; it’s more of a
“soft sell” that focuses on promotional
messages, discounts, and events. 

EMAIL
MARKETING

SEO is truly a game-changer when it
comes to the digital marketing sphere

To generate leads, you must create content that
doesn’t necessarily boost your law firm’s brand,
but rather, draws people to your service.

With paid advertising, getting your firm’s
name out is guaranteed. You also increase
the likelihood of generating qualified leads. 

SEO

Having a social media presence Gives potential
leads another way to contact your firm,
Allows you to display client testimonials and
reviews .

FIVE STRATEGIES
FOR LAW FIRM
MARKETING



HOW TO CREATE A
LAW FIRM MARKETING
BUDGET 

Evaluate and adapt your
current marketing plan

Calculate ROI

Avoid oversaturation

Prioritize client acquisition



RESOURCES TO SUPPORT YOUR LAW
FIRM’S MARKETING STRATEGY 

Google Analytics Mailchimp

Hootsuite Outsourcing Marketing

 Analyzing Marketing Strategy

Utilize data-driven insights for
understanding website traffic, user
behavior, and campaign effectiveness.

Leverage email marketing tools for
client communication, newsletters,
and targeted campaigns.

Manage social media platforms,
schedule posts, and track engagement
for effective online presence

Consider external expertise for specialized
marketing activities, such as SEO, content
creation, or digital advertising

Implement robust methods to evaluate the
success of marketing efforts, refine strategies,
and optimize ROI
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